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T

he Sandra Caplan Community Bet Din of Southern California
(SCCBD) welcomes new Jews from diverse racial, cultural,
ethnic, and class backgrounds and from diverse gender
histories and expressions. We are proud to work sensitively and
individually with all candidates to bring them, body and soul, into the
Jewish people. Rabbis from the Conservative, Reconstructionist, and
Reform movements, as well as transdenominational rabbis, have
agreed on standards and procedures; this assures that converts will
be welcomed by the majority of the Jewish community. Our pluralistic,
rabbinical court is virtually unprecedented.

Life as a New Jew Can be Bumpy
Life after the actual conversion ritual sometimes feels more like falling
off a cliff than achieving a cherished destination. The community
of Introduction to Judaism classmates may disappear. Without a
Jewish partner, extended family, or congregation to support the
convert, many gerim
actually struggle with their
new identity as a Jew.
Our Torah instructs us to
“love the ger,” and our
Conversion Mentoring
Muriel Dance (in white) at the AJU Community Mikveh with a Program, launched in
mother and daughter candidate and their teacher
November 2020, shows
how to fulfill this mitzvah. By ensuring ongoing dialogue and
connection, we support and encourage Jews-by-Choice.
During 2021, I worked with our rabbis and Jewish communities to
strengthen this mentoring initiative and to support the whole journey
of those who seek Judaism. With their creativity and passion, Jews-byChoice continue to enrich and strengthen the Jewish community
beyond measure.
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2021 Gala Honoring Rabbi Stephen Einstein
The SCCBD held its first-ever Gala (on zoom) to honor Rabbi Stephen J. Einstein, for his
fifty years as an outstanding Introduction to Judaism teacher, and generous Rabbi for
people seeking conversion.
• We expanded awareness of our work and our circle of support from the large
Orange County Jewish community and beyond.
• We raised money for the Rabbi Stephen Einstein Scholarship Fund, that would
underwrite the costs of candidates’ conversion, which are upwards of $1,000.
• We celebrated and showcased what our Jews-by-Choice contribute to the
Jewish community.
• We were successful beyond our expectations, raising $30,000.
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Gallant Family Fund/
Herbert H. Schiff Foundation
In years two and three of funding:
� We brought a Bechol Lashon and Jewish Women’s
Theatre production of “True Colors” to engage
rabbis in exploring diversity, equity, inclusion and
belonging within the Jewish Community for our
Rabbinic Days of Learning.
� We provided a variety of online learning workshops
for new Jews, supporting their Jewish development
during a time of pandemic. We believe that the
program: What’s Next? A Post-conversion Course
for New Jews will be our signature offering to
deepen new Jews’ knowledge of texts and practices
and to create new friendships.
� We developed a Conversion Mentor program to
provide one-on-one support for Jewish identity after
the conversion ritual. Fifteen active Sponsoring
Rabbis have recommended 25 conversion mentors;
four are Jews of color.
� We created a Shavuot Resource Guide to help
rabbis and Jewish communities discuss conversion
in the context of Shavuot.
Thank you to the Gallant Family Fund for their
generous grant.
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Your Donation can help
People come to the SCCBD in search of more meaning in their lives and
deeper connections to Jewish communities. There are many ways that your donation to
the Sandra Caplan Community Bet Din can help us:
Provide conversion financial support for
candidates and their families.
For example, when Miriam bat Avraham v’Sarah
wanted her two daughters to convert when she did, the
costs of Bet Din and Mikveh for three were over $1000.
The Bet Din provided financial support for the cost of
the children’s conversion.

Promote pluralistic Batai Din globally.
Our current membership in Mayyim Hayyim’s Rising
Tide network, our work with Bechol Lashon and Jews
of Color Initiative (JOCI) provide the foundation for
extending our model of a
pluralistic community Bet
Din that welcomes new Jews
Mentorship to support, strengthen and retain from diverse backgrounds.
new Jews in the Jewish community.
Create an Endowment
For example, Hadassah bat Avraham v’Sarah, a gay You can help to ensure the
Latina woman in college, is being counselled by a future of the Sandra Caplan
Conversion Mentor, herself gay and a University Community Bet Din with an
administrator. This has been a wonderful relationship Endowment donation.
for both of them.
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Facts about
the SCCBD
� Consistently solvent with
operating surplus reflecting
strong financial support.
� Retained equity equal to
one-year operating costs.
� Well regarded in the
community due to an active
Board of Governors and
committed Trustees.
� Currently 128 rabbis
from Conservative.
Reconstructionist, Reform,
and transdenominational
movements who serve
as Dayanim and
Sponsoring Rabbis.
Founded in 2002, with the
conversion of a single candidate
under the guidance of Rabbis
Richard Levy (z”l) and Elliot Dorff,
we have converted 726 candidates
as of 12/21/2021.
In the first year of the COVID-19
pandemic, we converted 46 people,
opened up three ocean sites for
natural tvilah, and offered a greater
variety of workshops for people
considering conversion and for
those recently converted.

Our Spiritual Founders
Rabbi Jerrold Goldstein
Every case of conversion is a surprising tale of its own; and I believe
God is found in their stories when told in front of the Bet Din.
Rabbi Jerrold Goldstein
Rabbi Jerrold Goldstein has said
that the work of conversion as
reflected in the creation of the
Sandra Caplan Community Bet
Din is the high point of his long
rabbinical career. Rabbi Jerrold
has been a congregational rabbi
and a dedicated Hillel Rabbi.
Wherever he serves, he welcomes everyone into his study, his group, his dining
room. He embodies the spirit of our patriarch, Abraham, who took all “the souls
he had made” (Genesis 12:5) with him when he followed God’s command to
journey to a Promised Land.

George Caplan
When Sandy and I realized that our relationship was becoming very serious,
we decided to learn more about the impact of the Holocaust and the rebirth of
Jewish life in Israel. Bearing witness to the horrors of Auschwitz and Birkenau
was far more searing than either of us imagined. Not only
did Sandy’s connection to Judaism flourish, but our love
grew stronger with the bonds of Jewish history.
Inevitably, these events also informed our married life
together, and encouraged us to strengthen our family’s
Jewish identity and continuity through the celebration of
Shabbat and other holidays. Ensuring there is a place to
embrace seekers of Judaism is a passion that gives
meaning to my life and her memory.

In 2021, as the pandemic persisted,
we converted 63 people, an all-time
high. We also expanded to offer
Conversion Mentoring and a PostConversion program for new Jews,
supporting the whole arc of the
convert’s journey.
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